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Reviewed by Zai Whitaker

 

I am a Black-headed Skimmer; white-headed rather, thanks to galloping 

age. This is a book I planned to skim, but ended up reading with 

attention. For one thing, biographies are such a great way to get to 

know people, without all the hassles required to develop a friendship, 

organizing meals, making polite chatter, and going out when you’d much 

rather stay home. Moreover, the voices of Donald (Don) Anderson and 

Joshua Mathew make for an easy and pleasant read. 

Don obviously had his hunter-dad Kenneth’s vigorous and colourful 

language, peppered with what we as children called badwords. But then 

someone who has the courage to sit up alone all night waiting for a man-

eater to appear, can say whatever he likes, as far as I’m concerned. The dual 

dialogue, Don and Joshua’s, gives an interesting stream-of-consciousness 

flavour to this portrait of the life and times of hunter-naturalist Kenneth 

Anderson and his family.

Another hook for me was the fact that I had known, or known of, 

several of the characters in Don Anderson’s life. The legendary Ralph 

Morris family of the BR Hills were close friend of my parents, and we are 

still in touch with Ralph’s mountaineer-anthropologist daughter Monica 

Jackson. I had the pleasure of visiting Kenneth Anderson himself at 

his Whitefield home, and being rudely received by his unfriendly rock 

python, which later came to live in our Madras Snake Park collection. 

But there’s more to this book than names and places that people in the 

conservation circuit will recognize. It is the poignant story of a family of 

Brit Stayed-Ons, who loved this country, its people, its jungles and wildlife, 

and chose not to grab the many opportunities they had of emigrating to 

Australia, England, and other “safe havens”. Their identity was already on 

shaky ground, as they were Anglo-Indian, which in many circles had a 

derogatory flavour (the term had a range of meanings, from mixed blood 

to true blue Brit domiciled in India). Post Independence, the Andersons 

acquired the Stayed-On label as well, complete with British passports 

which had to be hidden from the authorities. Don’s own self-image is an 

interesting subject, and he describes himself at different times as Indian, 

Anglo-Indian, and British. At one point, he refers to himself as white-ish: 

neither here nor there.

His father, the Jim Corbett of the south (nine man eaters and one rogue 

and over 50 other books), comes through as a self-absorbed and complex 

fellow, passionate about hunting and obviously a crack shot who ended 

the careers of many man-eating tigers and leopards. Pre- and post-

Independence, until the Wildlife Act of 1972, hunters like him, Corbett, 

and Ralph Morris played an important part in the lives of many destitute 

communities living on the fringes of the forest, terrified that they may be 

the next victim of the current man-eater roaming the area. Both Corbett 

and Anderson have described the gratitude and adulation of these 

people towards them. But what was it like for their own families? What 

was it like for Don? He was the child of an increasingly famous hunter-

writer, whose books created a substantial fan club and who kept up a 

frenetic pace in life, with a full-time job, frequent jungle trips, churning 

out books, and I suspect, quite a game eye for women. All this takes time. 

What was he like as a father?

Daughter June was obviously the favourite, and the supposed 

bright spark of the family. The number of times Don describes himself 
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as a dead-loss, and his unerring focus on his shortcomings rather than 

achievements, speaks of a deep inferiority complex. On page 33, for 

example, he describes the categories of students at school: the brainy 

ones, the hard-working ones, “and of course ones like me who were neither.” 

There were bouts of cruelty from Kenneth, such as when sister June 

snitched on Don for finishing off, with a stone, a bird he’d shot… because 

one was not supposed to abandon an injured animal. In his mind, he had 

done the right thing, but Kenneth took him off to the police chowki and 

had him locked up for the night. He was six! In retaliation, he hunted 

down his sister in the garden and shot her, “aiming for the heart”, and 

luckily only grazing her shoulder. A veritable Lord of the Flies type of 

atmosphere!

At age eight, Don was walking 12 miles to school and back every day. 

His Tamil ayah Catherine prophesied that “One of these days, something 

is going to happen to this boy, because he doesn’t get any love and 

affection in this house!” Maybe the resultant lack of self-esteem was also 

why he had no lasting relationships with the many women who routinely 

threw themselves at him. He speaks candidly about his interest in the 

other sex: “There were no condoms in those days and heaven knows the 

repercussions of my actions”. 

It was always a brief encounter, and the last chapters about his lonely 

life in a godown-like room resisting the landlady’s wishes to “throw him 

out”, make sad reading. Luckily for him, Joshua Mathew and a few other 

young fans of Kenneth befriended and helped Don till his death in July 

2014. And luckily for us, Mathew wrote this book from his conversations 

with Don.

In Kenneth’s hunting heyday and when Don was growing up, until 

the early 1970s, Bangalore was the springboard to several healthy jungle 
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ecosystems where one was likely to see tiger, leopard, elephant, and bison 

on a weekend trip. Before, and for 25 or so years after Independence, the 

city was a rendezvous for hunters, anglers, and wildlife watchers. You 

could pack your vindaloo and rotis and within a two or three hour drive, 

be in serious wildlife territory. Trigger-happy Don stopped hunting after 

a promise made to his dying father, and took to the camera. Kenneth had 

been an inveterate property buyer and Don, besides his job at Binny’s, 

had also been a hunting guide and a stunt double for Stewart Granger 

in a Hollywood film. In spite of this motley income, and the family assets, 

Don slipped into penury in his old age, probably because of bad advice 

and his own naiveté about practical matters. He cuts a pathetic figure at 

this stage of his life, making friends with people who had the means to 

drive him to nearby forests, depleted though they had become because 

of poaching, granite quarrying, and all the other activities that have 

brought our wilderness to its knees. One of his favourite trips was to 

Sangam on the Cauvery, to fish for mahseer. The record weight is 125 

lb (56.7 kg), and Don is listed amongst the record holders for one that 

weighed 104 lb (47.2 kg).

Kenneth was a superstitious man, with beliefs in multifarious mantras 

and talismans. When he was bitten by a cobra, he refused to go to the 

hospital for antivenom and insisted on getting the “proper” treatment: 

telephoning a particular railway station master. His instructions were 

followed and Kenneth survived (but the cobra died soon after). No doubt, 

a lethal dose had not been injected, and any hocus pocus would therefore 

have “worked”. Don sneered at his father’s superstitious beliefs, but 

obviously was not far behind himself. Like Kenneth, he also performed 

various poojas, including one that ensured good wildlife sightings. He 

would “bless” his friends’ cameras and guarantee good sightings and 

photographs. One of the ingredients for this photography pooja was 

tiger scat, many packets of which were found in his room after his death.

There is no pomposity in Don’s narrations of his exploits; the opposite 

rather. It is therefore easy to believe what he describes and certainly his 

stamina and pluck is equal to his father’s. From what I’ve heard from 

Ralph Morris, Don would charge off, on foot and with a faulty Winchester 

with its sights askew, when he heard of a nuisance tiger or leopard in 

the vicinity. One of the best accounts in this book is that of a tiger in the 

Gajnore area leading down to the Bhadra river. Don had taken a week’s 

leave from his job at Binny’s, in answer to a notification and reward from 

the Mysore government for licensed hunters to kill a man-eating tiger that 

was taking travellers between Chitraldoorg (Chitradurga) and Shimoga. 

It had become bolder by the day, making raids into villages in daylight. 

The village population was both terrified and resigned, believing that 

this was punishment for having abandoned traditional values and going 

after money into nearby towns. Arriving at a spot where the tiger had 

been frequently seen, Don sat up in machans with no luck, and his leave 

was coming to an end. Then the man-eater took a man working in his 

field, and Don, knowing that he would return for the meat, wrapped 

some goat meat in cloth and laid a trap. As often happens, the villagers’ 

superstitions had to be dealt with; they were against this attempt to trick 

what they thought was the devil; worse misfortune would befall them. It 

was a month later, and after the tiger had taken one more victim (a young 

girl) that he was shot:

My perfect shot killed it on the spot, and soon, the glorious morning 

sun bathed my first man-eating tiger and me in soft light and created an 

unforgettable memory.

In his conversations with Joshua Mathew and others, Don bemoaned 

the rapid loss of our jungles and wildlife, and the disastrous developments 

which have led to the decimation of our priceless wilderness areas. As 

many other hunters have said, he felt the irony of not being allowed to 

hunt while poachers and encroachers had a field day. Other countries 

such as South Africa and Australia have consistently used the skills, 

knowledge, and passion of jungle junkies like Don and Kenneth, to help 

in wildlife management. But in India, they have been generally sidelined 

and we have thus missed out on the use of a valuable human resource. 

Don’s rant about invasive Lantana, for example, indicates that he might 

have been a useful, albeit eccentric, member of a wildlife advisory 

board:

Lantana was introduced in India in the early 1800s and slowly found its 

way all the way to south India. It is truly a scourge for none of the herbivores 

will eat it; cutting or burning it only seems to make it grow back even faster, 

and unlike many forest plants, it is of absolutely no use to either man or 

animal. … Soon large grasslands of the BR Hills were overrun with the weed, 

partly due to the large amount of bamboo that was extracted from these 

parts.

A fascinating life, in fascinating times. He had seen a vast range of 

changes in Bangalore, from cycling around the city with a kerosene lamp 

for light to being bemused by the internet and ‘especially “Googly”’. He had 

grown up surrounded by chokras, ayahs, and cooks in the vast environs 

of Prospect House, and died in what sounds like a godown, an unwanted 

tenant. I am grateful to Joshua Mathew for having told his story, because 

Don was not an ordinary man. A person with no materialistic ambitions, 

whose ‘biggest dream was to be a white-ish hunter in India’, and who looked 

for jobs that might not pay well but give him enough free time to keep 

visiting his beloved jungles. n
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